The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the Technion is seeking outstanding candidates at the rank of Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor.

Technion is Israel’s primary technological university and the largest center for applied research. The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (https://meeng.technion.ac.il/) was established in 1935 and is located at the center of Technion’s main campus in Haifa - an intercultural port-city located on the northern part of Israel’s Mediterranean coastline, and home to one of the largest high-tech parks in the country.

The Faculty seeks to recruit several new faculty members pursuing transformative research programs. Candidates in all areas of theoretical, computational, and experimental Mechanical Engineering will be considered, with special emphasis on: (1) mechanics; (2) advanced design and manufacturing; (3) control and robotics; (4) fluid mechanics and thermal sciences; (5) energy and combustion; (6) ocean science and engineering; (7) biomechanics; (8) nanoengineering; (9) optomechanical engineering; and (10) environmental engineering. Outstanding candidates in other fields of Mechanical Engineering not listed here are encouraged to apply.

Qualifications include a doctorate in engineering, physics, or a related field and an outstanding record of research and teaching accomplishments.
Interested applicants should provide: cover letter stating the position of interest; detailed curriculum vitae (include PDF copies of a maximum of three highly significant, peer-reviewed, published manuscripts); research statement (1-3 pages); teaching statement (1-3 pages); and names and e-mail addresses of at least 5 references. Applications received before Feb 1, 2020 will be given priority review.

Please send your documents and direct your inquiries to me.recruit@technion.ac.il.